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Names & Acronyms  

Mustafa Kemal Atatürk & 
Kemalism 

Hero of the Turkish War of Independence and the founder of modern Turkey in 1923.  (b.1881, d.1938). Besides 
Turkey itself, his legacy is Kemalism, which is a mixture of populist illiberalism, Turkish nationalism, secularism, 
and pro-western-style modernization.  

Recep Tayyip Erdogan (or 
Erdoğan) “Ray-jehpt  Tie-eep 
Air-dwahn”  (barely say the n) 

Longtime PM, now President, Erdogan is the post powerful Turkish leader since Atatürk. He has been pushing for 
greater powers and has been overseeing a crackdown on dissent for years, made worse by the 2016 coup 
attempt.  

AKP – The Justice and 
Development Party – 

The AKP moderate Islamist Party, they have now governed since 2002 and have dramatically changed Turkish 
politics and society. This is the party of President Erdogan. Its most substantial support is in rural areas.  

PKK – Kurdistan Workers 
Party 

Kurdish pro-independence party established in 1984 and, until 2013, dedicated to using violence if necessary for 
Kurdish independence. It leader is Abdullah Öcalan (also Ocalan) pronounced “Err-jah-lahn” – Öcalan has been 
jailed since 1999.  

Fethullah Gülen 

“Fay-Too-la   Goo-lan” (lan 
like land) 

Gülen is a moderate Islamist, is founder of the Gülen schools (and banks, hospitals and more) and is a former ally 
of Erdogan, they fell out and Erdogan accuses Gülen of orchestrating the July 2016 coup among other attempts to 
undermine the AKP and Turkey. He is in exile in the US; Turkey seeks his extradition.  

 
 

Establishing Modern Turkey  

Year Description  

1908 
Young Turk Revolution––Turkish officers seek to modernize Turkey and re-establish constitutional rule which the Ottoman Empire had 
abandoned.  They succeed in the return to constitutional rule. They also seek modernization.  

1919-
1922 

Turks, led by Mustafa Kemal, push the Greeks and Western powers out of Turkey and achieve autonomy from Western powers.  Turkish 
holdings of Kurdish areas increase, but Turkey also willingly reduces Turkish holdings of predominantly Arab areas.      

1923 Modern Turkey is established.  

1938 Mustafa Kemal Ataturk dies.  
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Recent Elections  

Year 
AKP Vote 
%  

Details  

2002 34% 
AKP wins a plurality of the vote and is able to win a majority of the seats in Parliament. This is the first time ever an Islamist 
party wins an outright majority of seats.  

2007 47% This is first time since 1954 that an incumbent party gained vote shares.  

2011 49.8% The AKP continues its dominance.  

2014 52% Presidential vote, AKP candidate Erdogan wins handily.  

2015 
(June) 

41% 
Parliamentary elections, AKP loses is parliamentary majority b/c a Kurdish partner split away from the AKP and won seats at 
the AKP’s expense. The parliament that followed the election was a hung parliament––no party was able to form a governing 
coalition.  Snap elections were held less than six months later.  

2015 
(Nov.) 

49.5% AKP storms back to dominance.  

2017 51% “Yes”  
April referenda on Constitutional change. The “Yes” vote strengthens Erdogan’s hand substantially. The presidency is now 
dramatically more powerful and he can stay in power until 2029.  

 
 

Coups d' état in Modern Turkey (or Attempted Coups)  

Year Description  

1960 Full coup. The military runs the government temporarily and executes three ruling party politicians.  

1971 
Pre-coup, or “coup by memorandum”––written warning by the military gets the government to resign.  The military does not run 
government afterward, but of course has enormous influence.  Coup rationale: escalating violence.  

1980 
Full coup. Rationale: Left-right ideological divide paralyzes government action. Also concerns with Kurdish restiveness. The military arrests 
thousands, executes many.  

1997 “Post-Modern Coup”––military issues demands and works with civil society to bring down the government.  

2007 
An anti-AKP conspiracy by some military officers and retired military officers is revealed. Arrests and trials follow. The latter take years, 
keeping the conspiracy in the headlines.  

July 
2016 

Failed coup attempt leaves hundreds roughly 275 dead. Renegade military units take key bridges, airports and other important symbols of 
power; jets strafe government buildings.  President Recep Tayyip Erdogan takes to social media to urge Turks to challenge the troops. They 
do, by the thousands. The coup fails. A purge follows of “Gulan-ists followers of former ally of Erdogan’s, but the purge—of the military, 
government, schools, universities and the media—goes well beyond Gulanists. Well over 100,000 Turks have lost jobs as of April 2017. 
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*David A. Lynch, St. Mary’s University of Minnesota. Updated 16 April 2017. This document and other “Dave’s Guides” can be found at «https://sites.google.com/a/smumn.edu/lynch/dave-s-guides» 
Sources: Barkey, Henri J. and Omer Taspinar, “Republic of Turkey” Chapter in The Government and Politics of the Middle East and North Africa,8th ed., Mark Gasiorowski and Sean L. Yom, editors, 

Westview Press, 2017, ● “Inside Turkey’s Purge” NYT Magazine, April 13, 2017, «https://www.nytimes.com/2017/04/13/magazine/inside-turkeys-purge.html», ●BBC’s Turkey Timeline and BBC’s  

Turkey Country Profile, both from 2017, ● “Turkey has a history of military coups” USA Today, July 15, 2016, «http://www.usatoday.com/story/news/world/2016/07/15/turkey-military-coup-

history/87153106/». ●“Erdogan Claims Vast Powers in Turkey After Narrow Victory in Referendum,” NYT, April 16, 2017, «https://www.nytimes.com/2017/04/16/world/europe/turkey-referendum-

polls-erdogan.html?hp&action=click&pgtype=Homepage&clickSource=story-heading&module=photo-spot-region&region=top-news&WT.nav=top-news&_r=0». 

      

Turkish Internal and External Conflict  

Year Description  

1915 
Beginning of the Turkish massacre of Armenians. Before 1915, there were two million Armenians living in what is now Turkey, by 1922, at 
the end of the Turkish War for Independence, there were under 400,000.  

1952 Turkey joins NATO.  

1974 Turkey invades Northern Cyprus to protect Turkish Cypriots from the majority Greek Cypriots. To begins a standoff that lasts to today.  

1984 The Kurdish separatist group, the PKK, begins its violent campaign for independence  

1992 Tens of thousands of Turkish troops enter into Kurdish-held Iraq.  

1999 US authorities hand over PKK leader Abdullah Öcalan to the Turkish government.  

2013 Öcalan and the PKK formally renounce violence.  

2013-
2014 

Gulenists charge Erdogan’s inner circle with corruption and publish audio tapes of wrongdoing.  Erdogan labels Gulenists as a terrorism 
organization.  

2015 
With millions of Syrian refugees, tensions are high. So too are ISIS attacks, which does not like that Turkey has joined the coalition against 
them.  

MAPS:  
 

PHYSICAL MAP OF 

TURKEY (L) SOURCE: 

«www.Freeworldmaps.n

et»  
 

DIVIDED CYPRUS (RT.)  
SOURCE: THE ECONOMIST  
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MAPS:  
 

TURKEY IN THE REGION (L) 

SOURCE: CASPIAN REPORT 

 
 

KURDISH AREAS OF TURKEY  
(BOTTOM LEFT)  

SOURCE: «www.globalsecurity.org» 

 
 

REGIONS OF TURKEY (BELOW)  

SOURCE: 

«http://www.nationsonline.org/onew

orld/map/turkey-map.htm» 
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